ORLEANS - CONVENT GLEN NORTH– PT 213
10KM (Summer Route #2)– Difficulty 1A

This walk qualifies for the Famous Canadians Program

Do not do this walk when there is snow on the ground.
The many paths that this walk will take you on will not be visible.
Please note that washrooms are only available at the start/finish point.
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From Ultramar Gas Station go to the corner of Jeanne D'Arc Blvd and Orleans Blvd. Cross Jeanne D'Arc at the
traffic lights and turn LEFT.
Bear RIGHT on the dirt path just past the ravine towards the beige buildings (portable classrooms) at St
Matthews High School. Continue bearing RIGHT past all portables.
Take the path slightly to the RIGHT of the last portable and follow it around the sports field.
RIGHT at the triple Y junction, continuing to the RIGHT of the Divine Infant Church.
RIGHT at the Y junction just past the church. The Trail curves to the RIGHT then LEFT.
Continue on this Trail (parallel to the Queensway). You will come to junction with a paved path about 3
meters to your left. Follow the paved path to the RIGHT of the houses in front.
RIGHT on the paved path at the next Y junction to the OC Transpo Park and Ride.
STRAIGHT AHEAD to the traffic lights at Champlain Street. Cross Champlain and turn LEFT about 10 steps
then RIGHT on the paved path. (Chain link fence on the RIGHT)
STRAIGHT AHEAD on Alpine St (unmarked - #115 on the LEFT)
STRAIGHT AHEAD on paved path at the corner of Alpine St and Willow Ave. (between 2 large rocks)
RIGHT on Borland Dr (unmarked), which curves to the LEFT passing Nightingale St.
RIGHT on paved path between houses 922 and 924.
Cross Lawnsberry (unmarked) at the cross-walk and continue on the paved path.
STRAIGHT AHEAD at the T junction with soccer field to your LEFT.
Bear LEFT at next triple Y junction continuing around the soccer field.
Bear RIGHT at next Y junction and cross Lawnsberry again (unmarked) at the cross-walk.
Continue on the paved path bearing RIGHT the Y junction and then LEFT at the next Y junction.
At the next 4-way junction (play structures LEFT and RIGHT) take the second LEFT between the houses.
Stay LEFT at Tamarask Ct and Burnt Ember Way to Jeanne D'Arc Blvd.
Cross Jeanne D'Arc Blvd at the crosswalk and continue STRAIGHT AHEAD on Harlequin Cr.
LEFT on the paved path between houses 802 and 798.
LEFT on the paved path. Remain on this path - Do not take any of the smaller paths to the left or right.
At the chain link fence go through the gate and continue STRAIGHT AHEAD keeping soccer fields your
LEFT. Continue on this trail as it curves to the LEFT to the bottom end of Champlain St.
Continue on Champlain a short distance and turn RIGHT on Terranova Dr.
RIGHT on the paved path between houses 1006 and 1010.
STRAIGHT AHEAD at the next intersection and cross Beauclaire Dr. (unmarked).
STRAIGHT AHEAD at the next three intersections to Bilberry Dr. (unmarked)
Cross Bilberry, STRAIGHT AHEAD through the housing area to the end and continue on the path over the
wooden bridge. Immediately after crossing the bridge continue STRAIGHT AHEAD on the paved path and
continue to the RIGHT then LEFT between the power line and the tree line.
Continue on this trail with Cairine Wilson High School on your LEFT.
STRAIGHT AHEAD at the T junction to the fence at the end of the trail. Go through the gate and turn
RIGHT on Hiawatha St (unmarked).
LEFT on Radison Way to it's end and continue STRAIGHT AHEAD on the trail.
LEFT at the Y junction to the paved path between the houses.
Cross Voyageur (unmarked) and continue STRAIGHT AHEAD at all intersections on the paved path until
reaching the next street (Voyageur again). Cross Voyageur and continue on the paved path through the parking
lot.
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LEFT at the end of the parking lot on the paved path to the RIGHT of the ball diamond.
LEFT at the Y junction (soccer field to your RIGHT).
LEFT at the next Y junction (Basketball courts to your RIGHT).
Carefully cross Jeanne D'Arc Blvd (unmarked) bearing slightly LEFT to the paved path.
Note: Jeanne D'arc Blvd may be busy at times. For those people that may feel uncomfortable
crossing this street here, there are traffic lights to the left and right.
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Enter Jeanne D'arc Park and bear LEFT at the Y junction toward the cedar hedges.
LEFT at the next Y junction (just past the outdoor skating rink).
STRAIGHT AHEAD at the large triple Y junction towards the children's playground.
STRAIGHT AHEAD at the T junction keeping playground to your RIGHT.
RIGHT at the Y junction just past the playground.
LEFT at the next junction continuing between the two wooden brown fences.
STRAIGHT AHEAD to the T junction and the RIGHT at the small wooden round garbage container.
LEFT at the circle and immediately LEFT on the first paved path.
STRAIGHT AHEAD at the next intersection.
STRAIGHT AHEAD at the triple Y junction towards the wooded area.
At the end of the paved path walk towards the woods bearing LEFT and follow the tree line keeping Terry Fox
Elementary School on your LEFT until you come to the sidewalk along Jeanne d’Arc Blvd.
48. RIGHT to the traffic lights, carefully cross Jeanne D'Arc Blvd and Orleans Blvd back to the Ultramar Gas
Station.
Thank you for participating in this event. We hope you enjoyed this 10 km walk.
Please direct any comments to: Kathy Luten (613) 830-7437
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